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Our mission is to foster research excellence regarding 
the influence of gender and sex on the health of 
women and men throughout life and to apply these 
research findings to identify and address pressing 
health challenges. 
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Every cell is sexed

Every person is gendered



Gender
•A social construct
•Encompasses gender roles, gender identity, gender 
relations, institutionalized gender

•Linked to power and to economic and social status
•Culturally and temporally specific
•Shapes health care access, health behaviours









Male Farmer’s and Suicide by Gender 



Ref:  Gagné,  Légaré,  Perron  &  St-‐Laurent,  2011
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Suicide  rates  in  Québec  by  region,  both  sexes,  2007-‐2009
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High  levels  of  psychological  distress  and  suicide  ideaEons  
among  farmers    (Lafleur  &  Allard  2006)
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Québec’s  suicide  rates
(MarEnez  &  al.,  2004)
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Sex
•Biological construct
•Encompasses hormones, genes, anatomy, physiology, and 
so forth

•Affects propensity, trajectories, prevalence and treatment 
of health conditions and diseases

•Differences in drug absorption, body composition, 
metabolism, diseases and conditions vary by sex



Suicide and Sex

Leo Sher, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, NY 



Gender and Sex: 
so close…yet so far apart?

•Binary distinction
•Operational conflation
•Challenges of operationalizing and measuring 
gender
–What dimension(s) of gender are you measuring? (gender 
role, gender identity, gender relations)

•Challenges of accounting for sex
–Many models use male-only animals 
–Sex of cell lines is often unknown



Understanding Sex and Gender 
Differences in Health Outcomes

•Neither biological (sex) nor gender explanations 
fully account for the differences in men’s and 
women’s health

•An understanding of how these factors combine to 
affect the health of men and women is not fully 
developed



Sometimes it is not entirely about work

•▲ women to the labour market
•▲ service sector
•▲ atypical jobs
• work-family conflict
•▲ stress
•▼mental and physical health









Significant Differences in Health 
Outcomes for Men and Women

•Men die younger than women: 78 years compared to 82.7 years in 
Canada.

•Women experience a heavier burden of chronic illness. 
•Men’s and women’s use of the health system differs.
•They respond differently to therapies.





•There are unique research questions that need to be 
addressed related to gender, sex, work and health.

•Sex and gender are every body’s business.
•Accounting for gender and sex strengthens science and 
makes workplace and work-related health research more 
equitably applicable to people’s real-world needs.

Key Messages


